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ABSTRACT

\textbf{Aims.} We investigate the energy dependence of Jovian electron residence times, which allows for a deeper understanding of adiabatic energy changes that occur during charged particle transport, as well as of their significance for simulation approaches. Thereby we seek to further validate an improved approach to estimate residence times numerically by investigating the implications on previous analytical approaches and possible effects detectable by spacecraft data.

\textbf{Methods.} Utilising a propagation model based on a stochastic differential equation (SDE) solver written in CUDA, residence times for Jovian electrons were calculated over the whole energy range dominated by the Jovian electron source spectrum. We analysed the interdependences both with the magnetic connection between the observer and the source as well as between the distribution of the exit (simulation) times and the resulting residence times.

\textbf{Results.} We point out a linear relation between the residence time for different kinetic energies and the longitudinal shift of the 13 month periodicity typically observed for Jovian electrons and discuss the applicability of these findings to data. Furthermore, we utilise our finding that the simulated residence times are approximately linearly related to the energy loss for Jovian and Galactic electrons, and we develop an improved analytical estimation in agreement with the numerical residence time and the longitudinal shift observed by measurements.
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1. Introduction

Since Pyle & Simpson (1977) confirmed the Jovian magnetosphere as a dominant point-like source of low-MeV electrons; these so-called Jovian electrons have been utilised as test particles in order to investigate charged particle transport in the inner heliosphere. The decentral position of the Jovian source within the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) thereby offers the possibility to distinguish between parallel and perpendicular diffusion. Many computational studies of Jovian electron transport (see, e.g. Chenette et al. 1977; Conlon 1978; Fichtner et al. 2000; Ferreira et al. 2001a; Kissmann et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2007; Sternal et al. 2011) have yielded valuable insights into the diffusion tensor and have utilised Jovian electrons as test particles by taking advantage of Jupiter’s position in the HMF, under the assumption that electron transport during periods of good magnetic connection between this source and the Earth would be dominated by the diffusion coefficient parallel to the HMF and dominated by the perpendicular diffusion coefficient during times of poor magnetic connection. With the advent of stochastic techniques for solving the Parker (1965) Transport Equation (TPE) that describes the transport of these particles (see, e.g. Zhang 1999; Pei et al. 2010; Strauss & Effenberger 2017), it has become possible to study the residence times of these particles, and subsequently the influence of various transport processes on them (e.g. Florinski & Pogorelov 2009; Strauss et al. 2011a).

The present study aims to investigate, in particular, the influence of adiabatic energy changes on the residence times of Jovian electrons.

In order to estimate the residence times of charged particles in the context of Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) modelling, Vogt et al. (2020) proposed a new approach with results more realistic than the ones by previous attempts. This study will further investigate the energy dependence of residence times regarding how they are related to adiabatic energy changes as modelled by the Parker TPE in particular. Therefore, we re-examine the suggested calculation of residence times with respect to the influence of adiabatic energy changes and investigate the relation between these two quantities. We analyse the distribution of simulation or exit times as provided by the SDE approach with respect to their contribution to the residence times. In the following, we also expand our considerations from the inter-dependence of residence times and adiabatic energy changes within the SDE modelling scheme and discuss the consequences of our results for understanding diffusion approaches within the physics of charged particle transport in general. Finally we compare predictions based on our results with spacecraft observations obtained by SOHO-EPHIN.

As Vogt et al. (2020) focussed on 6 MeV Jovian electrons, this work subsequently aims to expand the focus to energies covering the whole observed range of $E_{\text{low}} = [0.3, 100.0]$ MeV as indicated by the Jovian source spectrum according to Vogt et al.
(2018). The goal is to gain further insights as to the role that adiabatic energy changes play relative to diffusion to mathematically model charged particle propagation. In order to do this, we implemented a parallel and perpendicular mean free path independent of the particle’s energy as discussed in Sect. 2.3 by Eq. (3).

In that regard we also discuss prior analytical attempts to estimate the residence times of Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs), namely by Parker (1965) and O’Gallagher (1975). In order to confirm our considerations, we discuss the possibility to validate our results via aspects of spacecraft data caused by the corotation of the Jovian source relative to the observer during the particles propagation through interplanetary space. By these means, we aim to establish that the estimation for the residence time as proposed by Vogt et al. (2020) is consistent both with the analytical treatment of the TPE as well as with observations of Jovian electrons for the entire range of these particle’s energies.

### 2. Scientific background

#### 2.1. Jovian electrons

Jupiter has been known as a source of an electron population dominating the inner heliosphere in the low-MeV range since the early 1970s. After being proposed by McDonald et al. (1972), based on a characteristic 13 month periodicity in electron counting rates obtained at Earth’s orbit, the Pioneer 10 flyby was able to prove the origin of this phenomenon as the Jovian magnetosphere. Teegarden et al. (1974), as well as Pyle & Simpson (1977), showed that the 13 month periodicity was indeed linked to the synodic period of Jupiter, and that the source could be approximated to be point-like.

These two unique qualities, the point-like nature of the source itself and its decentral position, led to ongoing efforts to model Jovian electron propagation, beginning with Conlon (1978). Since the decentral position causes changes in the magnetic connectivity between Jupiter and a possible observer, Jovian electrons are especially suited to serve as test particles to investigate parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients. Previous studies on this have been published by e.g. Chenette et al. (1977), Fichtner et al. (2000), Zhang et al. (2007), and references therein. Furthermore, a significant influence of drift effects on low-MeV electron transport has been ruled out both from a modelling (e.g. Potgieter 1996; Burger et al. 2000; Ferreira & Potgieter 2002) as well as theoretical perspective (e.g. Bieber et al. 1994; Engelbrecht & Burger 2010, 2013).

The source spectrum itself remained a topic of research as well, due to the general difficulties in measuring electron spectra, as detailed by e.g. Heber et al. (2005) and Kühl et al. (2013). Based on both Pioneer 10 flyby and Earth orbit data, e.g. Teegarden et al. (1974), Baker & van Allen (1976), Eraker (1982), and Ferreira et al. (2001a), amongst others, published suggestions on both the general shape of the spectrum and its strength. A recent estimation based on the Pioneer 10 and Ulysses flyby data, as subsequently published by Heber et al. (2005), has been given by Vogt et al. (2018) and is utilised for this study.

#### 2.2. SDE based modelling

Knowing the shape and strength of the source as accurately as possible is important in order to normalise simulation results. In the case of solving the TPE by Parker (1965) by the means of SDEs, the relation appears as follows: instead of solving the TPE itself as a differential equation, a corresponding set of Langevin equations was solved as described, for instance, by Strauss et al. (2011a):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dr}{ds} &= \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} (r^2 k_{\varphi \varphi}) + \frac{1}{r \sin \theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \phi} - u_{SW} \bigg| \mathbf{d}s \\
\frac{d\theta}{ds} &= \frac{1}{r^2 \sin^2 \theta} \left( \sin \theta \partial_{\theta} \right) \mathbf{d}s + \sqrt{2 \kappa_{\theta \theta}} \mathbf{d} \omega_{\theta} \\
\frac{d\phi}{ds} &= \frac{1}{r^2 \sin^2 \theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \phi} \mathbf{d} s + \frac{1}{r \sin \theta} \partial_{\theta} (r k_{r \theta}) \mathbf{d}s + \sqrt{2 \kappa_{\phi \phi}} \mathbf{d} \omega_{\phi} \\
\frac{dE}{ds} &= \frac{1}{3 \kappa_{r \theta} (r u_{SW})} G \mathbf{d} s, \quad \Gamma = (E + 2E_0)/(E + E_0), \quad k_{r \theta \phi \phi/\theta \theta} \quad \text{being the entries of the diffusion tensor} \notag
\end{align*}
\]

with \( \Gamma = (E + 2E_0)/(E + E_0) \), \( k_{r \theta \phi \phi/\theta \theta} \) being the entries of the diffusion tensor \( \hat{k} \) in spherical coordinates aligned to the HMF as derived, for example, by Burger et al. (2000) and with \( ds \) being the time-backward time increment. The adiabatic energy changes are shown to only depend on the radial position due to the assumption made here of a constant, radial Solar wind speed, which is a reasonable assumption in the region and on the timescales of interest in the first part of this study (see, e.g. Kühnlein 1996). In order to solve Eq. (1), an iterative Euler-Maruyama scheme was used to solve these equations, which produces a set of random walk type solutions. This is due to the way in which the SDE approach treats the stochastic nature of diffusion by implementing a Wiener process \( \mathbf{d} \omega = \zeta \sqrt{d} \mathbf{d}t \), with \( \zeta \) being a stochastic element as a vector of Gaussian-distributed random numbers. The solutions can be described as point-like solutions of the time-dependent distribution function \( f(r,t) \), covering the whole phase space as described by the TPE. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the temporal evolution of the solutions form trajectories through the phase space. In the case of a time-backward approach as utilised for this study (see e.g. Kopp et al. 2012; Strauss & Effenberger 2017), and depicted in Fig. 1, the injection point can be understood as the observational point and the phase-space trajectories follow a random walk to three possible sources, which are implemented as boundary conditions. These, according to Dunzlaff et al. (2015), are firstly the Sun, indicated in yellow (such trajectories are neglected in this study due to the lack of a significant Solar component in high-keV and low-MeV energy range of electrons); the Jovian magnetosphere, indicated in orange (source spectrum according to Vogt et al. 2018); and the heliopause, indicated in blue (the local interstellar spectrum of galactic cosmic-ray electrons). Due to the time-backward approach, the number of particles which are injected at the observational points (and later evaluated) can be held constant, whereas the percentage which reaches the different boundaries varies depending on the propagation conditions.

Usually the point-like solutions of the SDEs in space and time are interpreted as a set of pseudo-particles. Thus, the phase-space trajectories, as illustrated in Fig. 1, could be understood to describe the propagation of particle samples. But this interpretation bears the problem that the solutions of the SDEs are inherently of a mathematical nature and could represent a varying number of physical particles (see Kopp et al. 2012; Strauss & Effenberger 2017; Vogt et al. 2020, amongst others).
Therefore when we refer to the temporal evolution of the solutions in the following, we address them plainly as phase-space trajectories.

Since the phase space trajectories are mathematical solutions, they are – in contrast to a physical interpretation – equally probable. In order to be comparable with spacecraft data, a large number of phase space trajectories therefore have to be sampled and weighted according to their physical significance in order to approximate a spatial solution (see, e.g. Moloto et al. 2019). Thereby the corresponding source spectrum serves as a boundary weight (see, e.g. Strauss et al. 2011a; Kopp et al. 2012) in order to determine the contribution to the differential intensity as a physical quantity (or the physical likelihood of the phase space trajectory, respectively). As illustrated on the right side of Fig. 1, each radial step results in adiabatic energy losses (or gains in the time-backward approach) as obtained by the implementation of the modelling approach according to Eq. (1) until the boundary is reached. Subsequently, the trajectories are weighted by the source spectrum according to their exit energies \( E_{\text{exit}} \) and the number of phase-space trajectories \( N \). Physically, this refers to the fact that the strength of the source indicates how likely a particle measured at the observational point with an initial energy \( E_{\text{init}} \) has left the source with \( E_{\text{exit}} \). This means, as sketched by Fig. 1, that the phase-space trajectories effectively are weighted by the differential intensities at the source corresponding to their adiabatic energy gain which defines their energy at the source. In case of the Jovian source spectrum \( j_{\text{jov}}(E) \), this leads to the expression

\[
j_{\text{jov}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} j_{\text{obs}}(E_{i}^{\text{exit}})}{N}.
\]

The distribution function \( f \) is the solution of the TPE, and it is related to the differential intensity by \( j = P^2 f \), where \( P = pc/q \) is the rigidity of the electrons corresponding to the momentum \( p \) and the charge \( q \), as well as to the speed of light \( c \) (see, e.g. Moraal 2013).

### 2.3. The numerical setup

In an extension of the work presented in Vogt et al. (2020), the same SDE code as discussed by Dunzlaff et al. (2015) was utilised in order to perform the simulations. Since it is written in CUDA in order to optimise the performance time, several simplifications have been made due to the limited internal memory on Graphic Processing Units (GPUs). The solar wind velocity was chosen to be directed radially outward and constant throughout the simulation setup. Following the deeper discussion on the parameter setting by Vogt et al. (2020), the value for this quantity was set to \( u_{\text{SW}} = 400 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), in agreement with solar minimum conditions. The corresponding HMF is assumed to be a Parker field. The HMF geometry enters into the transformation of the diffusion tensor, done here according to the approach of Burger et al. (2000). Thereby it is important to note that the HMF is only considered in this implicit way as parameters determining the geometry and values of the diffusion tensor and not implemented into the simulation setup itself, as done by a comparable finite difference scheme or magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation setups. Furthermore, the geometry of the HMF is assumed as static throughout the simulation both as a whole and as well as regarding the individual field lines, effectively neglecting the Solar rotation. This approach is standard in Jovian transport studies and generally in cosmic ray modulation studies (see, e.g. Kota & Jokipii 1983; Ferreira & Potgieter 2002; Ferreira et al. 2003; Burger et al. 2008; Potgieter & Vos 2017). The effects of these simplifications on Jovian electron transport simulations are discussed by Vogt et al. (2020) and in more detail in Sect. 5.
The mean free paths determining the diffusion tensor are included and are based on the simplified, energy-independent approach applied successfully by e.g. Strauss et al. (2011a,b, among others): \( \lambda_\parallel \) was normalised at \( r_0 = 1 \) AU, such that

\[
\lambda_\parallel(r) = \frac{\lambda_0}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{r}{r_0} \right). \tag{3}
\]

An energy dependence, however, does enter into the diffusion coefficient by way of its standard definition, viz. \( \kappa = \alpha \lambda / 3 \) (see, e.g. Shalchi 2009), with \( \alpha \) being the particle speed. Again following previous studies (e.g. Ferreira et al. 2001a,b), the perpendicular diffusion coefficient is assumed to be proportional to the parallel diffusion coefficient by a constant factor \( \chi \) such that \( \kappa_\perp(r) = \chi \kappa_\parallel(r) \). \tag{4}

For the purposes of the present study, these simplified transport parameters serve to qualitatively emulate the behaviour in the inner heliosphere of more theoretically motivated expressions for the same employed in ab initio particle transport studies (see, e.g. Engelbrecht & Burger 2013; Engelbrecht 2019). For instance, the energy-independence of \( \lambda_\parallel \) over the range of (low) energies considered in this study reflects the behaviour of electron parallel mean free paths derived from quasilinear theory (see, e.g. Teufel & Schlickeiser 2003; Engelbrecht & Burger 2010; Dopers & Engelbrecht 2020), as well as what is expected from observations (e.g. Bieber et al. 1994). The energy-independent perpendicular mean free path was chosen to reflect the energy dependence expected from observational (e.g. Palmer 1982) and modulation studies (e.g. Burger et al. 2000) at the energies relevant to this study, and it does not differ much from the relatively weak energy dependences of perpendicular mean free paths derived from theory (see, e.g. Shalchi 2009; Burger et al. 2008; Engelbrecht & Burger 2015; Engelbrecht 2019).

Table 1 shows the choice of parameters used within this framework motivated and tested by Vogt et al. (2020). In order to do so, those authors performed a set of parameter studies varying the ‘computational’ parameters. The set of values listed in Table 1 was found to be a trustworthy compromise between the need to keep the simulation time low and to assure that the results are converging. Also the radius of the model setup \( R_{\text{IP}} \) was specifically chosen because a smaller setup can influence the simulation results, as demonstrated by that study. The parallel mean free path \( \lambda_\parallel \) was determined by simulating the Jovian electron spectrum at Earth’s orbit during times of good magnetic connection at which the particle transport can be assumed to be dominated by parallel diffusion. Figure 2 shows the results of this study over an extended energy range, covering the whole range of interest of the Jovian source spectrum, as opposed to the single energy considered by Vogt et al. (2020). For the case of good magnetic connection to the source, the parallel mean free path \( \lambda_\parallel \) seems to be only slightly energy-dependent within the constraints of our modelling approach; although, in contrast to the limited energy range investigated by Vogt et al. (2020), \( \lambda_\parallel = 0.125 \) AU appears to be more in agreement with the simulation results covering the extended energy range. Therefore, the value listed in Table 1 appears to produce results that are most in agreement with spacecraft data at Earth’s orbit during comparable conditions. Likewise, \( \chi \) was determined by applying the result for \( \lambda_\parallel \) and comparing the results of simulation runs with different values of \( \chi \) to Jovian electron spectra obtained during times of poor magnetic connection as shown in Fig. 2b, where perpendicular diffusion is expected to be the predominant mechanism governing the transport of these electrons. As can be seen for both cases of \( \lambda_\parallel = 0.125 \) AU (second and third panel) and \( \lambda_\parallel = 0.15 \) AU (fourth and fifth panel), the energy dependence of \( \chi \) is more prominent. It is worth noting that the decrease in \( \chi \) is located in the keV-range. As discussed by Vogt et al. (2018), the Jovian source spectrum below the MeV range can only be determined by utilising Pioneer 10 flyby data by Teegarden et al. (1974), which has to be re-normalised, and SOHO data by Kühl et al. (2013) at Earth’s orbit, which shows a variation in its steepness below 1 MeV. These two uncertain influences on the source spectrum could translate into uncertainty about the behaviour of \( \chi \) at these energies. In order to maximise the energy range with a physically reasonable choice, \( \chi = 0.0125 \) was used for the simulation within this study, as listed alongside the other parameters in Table 1. The lack of energy dependence assumed in the simulation setup for the perpendicular mean free path \( \lambda_\perp \) is not expected to cause significant effects. As shown by Vogt et al. (2020), the range of exit energies which are significant in order to obtain the corresponding differential intensities is much smaller than the ones relevant for the energy dependence of \( \chi \) in Fig. 2b.

### 2.4. The influence of boundary conditions

The effect of applying Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 3. The panels on the left display the binned distribution of phase-space trajectories according to their exit energies for good (top panel) and poor magnetic connection to the source (middle panel) as well as the difference between them, assuming a Parker field geometry with a constant radial Solar wind speed. On the right side, the corresponding distributions are shown if Eq. (2) was applied and the phase-space trajectories were therefore weighted according to their physical significance. In both cases, the distributions were normalised to one. In order to interpret the results, particularly the relation between the distributions of the trajectories and the differential intensities, Fig. 3a displays an important feature: As marked by two dashed red lines, a sink in the intensity can be spotted throughout the whole energy range. It is important to note that it is directly located above the highest intensities shown by the phase-space trajectories, which are associated with very low energy gains. The comparison with Fig. 3c shows that the intensity sink in Fig. 3a appears where the phase-space distributions, in the case of poor magnetic connection to the source, become significant. This shift of the maximum of the distributions according to the magnetic connection to the source is also visible in Figs. 3b,d,f for the weighted contribution to the resulting differential intensities.

As noted above, both figures display the differences between the distributions, Fig. 3e showing the number of trajectories in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Trajectories</th>
<th>50 000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta t )</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{end}} )</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physical parameters**

- \( R_{\text{H}} \) = 120 AU
- \( v_{\text{SW}} \) = 400 km s\(^{-1}\)
- \( \lambda_\parallel(1 \text{ AU}) \) = 0.125 AU
- \( \chi = \lambda_\perp / \lambda_\parallel \) = 0.0125
- \( E_{\text{init}} \) = 6 MeV

**Table 1.** Computational and physical parameters used for the code (when not stated otherwise).
Fig. 2. Simulated Jovian electron spectra, similar to the figures by Vogt et al. (2020), but covering the whole energy range of the Jovian source where the energy range previously investigated by Vogt et al. (2020) is indicated by the two dashed blue lines. Top of the left panel: Earth orbit spectral data in the case of good connection to the source alongside with a data fit (dashed black line). The simulation results for different values of \( \lambda_\parallel = [0.05, 0.4] \) AU are colour coded. Middle panel: Fig. 2a shows the corresponding relative deviation to the source spectrum for both data and simulation results, with the area of a \( \pm 0.5 \) deviation indicated in grey. Bottom panel: resulting energy dependence of the parallel mean free path. The right panel displays the corresponding results for different values of \( \chi = [0.0005, 0.045] \) in the case of a bad connection. Again, the top panels show the Earth orbit spectral data alongside a data fit indicated in a dashed black line. The relative deviations and resulting energy dependencies are shown for \( \lambda_\parallel = 0.125 \) AU (second and third panel) and \( \lambda_\parallel = 0.15 \) AU (fourth and fifth panel).

Each bin and Fig. 3f showing the sum of the weight of these trajectories according to the source spectrum. For both figures, the colour coding is defined symmetrically around zero. This highlights the important fact that despite some negative bins in the difference distributions, which are mostly located within the area of the intensity sink, there is either an equal amount of entries or more bin entries (and therefore phase-space trajectories attributed to Jovian electrons) for the case of magnetic connection to the Jovian source. While this in itself is an expected result (see Sect. 2.2), it is remarkable that the distinct maximum of this difference distribution is located below the intensity sink in Fig. 3a, which is indicated by two dashed red lines. Therefore the maximum below the intensity sink in Fig. 3a, which is identical to the population of phase-space trajectories responsible for almost the entire contribution to the resulting differential intensity according to Fig. 3b, has to be attributed to parallel diffusion-dominated transport. Since propagation parallel to the nominal Parker spiral is the most effective mechanism for charged particle transport, it can be expected to be related to both shorter simulation times (i.e. amounts of random walk steps to perform the corresponding phase-space trajectory) as well as lower energy gains. That explains why this population of trajectories is absent in Fig. 3c, showing the phase-space trajectory distribution in the case of poor magnetic connection to the source.

We therefore interpret the simulation results as displayed in Fig. 3 as follows: Since the upper left triangle of the panels showing the phase-space trajectory distributions does not seem to vary with respect to the degree of magnetic connection, this population can be interpreted as a kind of diffusive background. By this, we aim to describe the fact that these trajectories appear to represent a population which exists, in a sense, independently of the physical propagation conditions pertaining to magnetic connectivity. This interpretation is further supported by the fact that, according to the corresponding panels on the right side of Fig. 3, this population has almost no physical significance with respect to the resulting differential intensities. Therefore it can be shown (see Vogt et al. 2020) that energy gains of more than half an order of magnitude most likely correspond to phase-space trajectories of low physical probability. With respect to Figs. 3e,f, we can conclude that the (physical) variation in intensities corresponding to changing magnetic connections between the observer...
Fig. 3. Binned distributions of exit energies $E_{\text{exit}}$ over the whole energy range dominated by Jovian electrons. While the right panels show these distributions weighted by their contribution according to Eq. (2), the left side displays the unweighted results of the simulation. Uppermost panels: a,b show the case of good magnetic connection to the source, whereas c,d show the case of bad magnetic connection. The differences between those distributions are depicted by the two lower panels, e,f.
and the source is caused by the (mathematical) variation of the maximum of the distribution of the phase-space trajectories below the intensity sink.

3. Modelling of residence times

Within the mathematical framework of the Parker (1965) TPE, the residence time corresponding to the evolution of the probability density of the particles \( \rho \) is defined as the expectation value of the time according to

\[
\tau = \frac{\int \rho(x,t) dt}{\int \rho(x,t) dt}
\]  

(5)

As Vogt et al. (2020) point out, this approach cannot be transformed into SDE modelling by simply averaging over the pseudo-particles’ exit times. Instead, \( \rho \) is proposed to be the distribution of particle density

\[
\rho(x,t) = \frac{f(x^{\text{exit}},t)}{f_0(x)}
\]  

(6)

and normalised by the total phase-space density

\[
f_0(x) = \int f(x^{\text{exit}},t) dt.
\]  

(7)

Thereby, \( f_0(x) \) cancels out in Eq. (5). Applied to the discrete case of phase space trajectories as the output of an SDE code, Eq. (5) reads as

\[
\tau(r^0, E^0) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} s(E_i^{\text{exit}}) \cdot f(E_i^{\text{exit}})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} f(E_i^{\text{exit}})}.
\]  

(8)

with \( s \) being the exit (integration) time corresponding to the different phase space trajectories. For a more detailed discussion of the derivation, see Sect. 3 of Vogt et al. (2020), especially Eqs. (7)–(10). Compared to the calculation of differential intensities by applying Eq. (2), this approach is self consistent, as each phase space trajectory is attributed the same significance due to it’s exit energy in both cases. We note for the further discussion in this paper that the exit energies are the results of the adiabatic energy changes experienced throughout the random walk which constitute the phase-space trajectories. Therefore the adiabatic energy changes define – in combination with the source spectrum as shown in Fig. 1 – the weight by which the exit times of the individual phase-space trajectories are taken into account. For 6 MeV Jovian electrons, Vogt et al. (2020) further show that the residence times obtained via Eq. (8) are between \( \sim5-11 \) days, depending on magnetic connectivity, and they are therefore shorter by almost two orders of magnitude when compared to previous estimations (see e.g. Strauss et al. 2011b; Vogt et al. 2020, and references therein).

3.1. Adiabatic energy changes and the role of the source spectrum

According to Eq. (8), the contribution of each phase-space trajectory depends on its exit time \( s(E_i^{\text{exit}}) \), more precisely on the differential intensity \( f(E_i^{\text{exit}}) \) corresponding to it within the source spectrum. We aim to investigate this relation further. Figure 4 shows the relation between the energy gain and the exit times of the phase space trajectories unweighted by Eq. (8) (Fig. 4a) and weighted by their contribution to the residence time (Fig. 4b) for the case of good magnetic connectivity between the Jovian source and the observer. As discussed above with reference to Fig. 3, the energy differences between the initial energies \( E_i^{\text{init}} \) and the exit energies \( E_i^{\text{exit}} \) are caused by adiabatic energy changes as given by Parker (1965) within the TPE. For the SDEs’ modelling approach utilised here, the influence of this effect is included as follows: whereas each subsequent iteration of the random walk increases the corresponding simulation time \( s_i \) by the value of the time increment, the energy gain accompanying each step of the phase space trajectory is a function of energy and position. Therefore phase space trajectories of the same (time) length can be related to different rates of adiabatic energy changes \( E^{\text{exit}} - E^{\text{init}} \) as illustrated in the upper right part of Fig. 4a. As given by

\[
\frac{1}{E} \frac{dE}{dt} = -\frac{1}{3} \nabla \cdot u_{SW},
\]  

(9)

according to Parker (1965) and Webb & Gleeson (1979), the relation of adiabatic energy changes to simulation times is almost
linear in the logarithmic display of Fig. 4b. Since Fig. 4a consists of the simulation results displayed with respect to their initial energies \( E_{\text{init}} \) in Fig. 3b, the intensity sink discussed in Sect. 2.2 also appears in Fig. 4a. The depiction (especially with respect to Fig. 4b) allows one to deduce that, according to the location of the intensity sink (red), phase-space trajectories corresponding to energy gains of more than half of an order of magnitude and a simulation time of more than eight days do not significantly contribute to the modelling results. This notion further supports the interpretation of Fig. 3 in Sect. 2.2 that this intensity sink segregates the physically significant population of phase-space trajectories from the (diffusive background) population, which is shown in Fig. 4a as a high energy gain and high exit time tail. The comparison with Fig. 4b validates this as the high energy gain and high exit time tail is shown to be weighted down to effectively zero by the boundary condition, that is the Jovian source spectrum.

These considerations suggest that the adiabatic energy changes implemented according to Eq. (9) always have to be considered in order to obtain physically reliable results as long as diffusive processes influence the particle’s propagation. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and discussed in detail in Sect. 2.2, the physical likeliness of (mathematically) equally possible phase-space trajectories is determined by the boundary conditions via the corresponding exit energy \( E_{\text{exit}} \). Therefore, not considering adiabatic energy changes effectively allows one to assume that the energy spectrum of the particle population of interest is flat, and therefore each energy is equally probable. This relation is also shown on the right side of Fig. 1. The following section further investigates the significant influence of the boundary conditions (and, by implication, adiabatic energy changes) on Jovian residence times over the whole Jovian energy range. Subsequently, these considerations and results will be applied to the analytical estimation of the GCR residence times as suggested by Parker (1965); O’Gallagher (1975); Strauss et al. (2011b), for example.

3.2. Adiabatic energy dependence of Jovian residence times

In also taking Fig. 5 into account in order to include the dependence of \( \tau \) on the adiabatic energy changes, the intensity sink (as indicated in red) is confirmed over the whole energy range of interest. The right panels show the histograms for the exit times at the Jovian boundary considering each to be of equal probability, while the left panels show their contribution to the residence time according to Eq. (8). From top to bottom, first the case of good magnetic connectivity between the source and the observer is shown, followed by the case of poor magnetic connectivity and the difference of the two sets of histograms. Similar to Fig. 3e, which shows the difference of the phase-space trajectory distributions with respect to their corresponding exit energies, the difference of the phase-space trajectory distributions with respect to their corresponding exit times (Fig. 5e) also displays a significant maximum below the intensity sink (indicated in red). The comparison with Fig. 5f confirms that these trajectories indeed determine the residence time almost entirely. As discussed in detail above, this further supports that the population of pseudo-particles with trajectories dominated by the perpendicular diffusion process exit almost independently of the degree of magnetic connection between the source and the observer. However, the population corresponding to small exit times and low adiabatic energy gains seems to determine the resulting residence times, as it determines the resulting differential intensities. Since both small exit times and low adiabatic energy gains indicate very effective particle transport, it is reasonable to identify this population as being dominated by particles whose transport is governed by the parallel diffusion process as suggested by Vogt et al. (2020).

In the case of poor magnetic connection, however, Fig. 5c lacks the parallel diffusion-dominated population, but otherwise shows a similar shape. Again, the comparison with the corresponding contribution to the total differential intensity, as shown in Fig. 5d, suggests that the trajectories dominated by the perpendicular diffusion processes could be considered as being a ‘diffusive background’, since they neither change according to the degree of magnetic connection nor do they influence the physical results significantly. This is due to the fact that the pseudo-particles’ trajectories are the results of a Wiener process as the mathematical representation of Brownian motion. Although the concept of parallel diffusion mimics the actual physical particle motion in the case of good connectivity and therefore shows the significance illustrated by Figs. 5a,b, the results as a whole nevertheless have to be transformed according to Eq. (2) in order to assign a physically significant number of real particles to the pseudo-particles trajectories. This, as discussed in detail by Vogt et al. (2020), is of course equally applicable to the relation between the phase space trajectory exit times and the residence time as a result of applying Eq. (8).

The bottom panels of Fig. 5 confirm these assumptions: As demonstrated by Figs. 5e,f, the ‘diffusive background’ disappears almost entirely if only the differences between the histograms for good and poor connectivity are shown. Therefore the suggested interpretation would be that the possibility to reach the Jovian boundary via a perpendicular diffusion-dominated trajectory does not depend on the magnetic connectivity between the boundary and the start or observational point. The fact that the diffusive background appears to be invariant with respect to the magnetic connection between the observer and the source, however, shows that this population of phase-space trajectories is dominated by perpendicular diffusion since otherwise it would not have reached the Jovian source as a boundary. Only with increasingly good connectivity will the probability that trajectories dominated by parallel diffusion reach the boundary increase.

This effect is almost independent of the particle’s energy. Although Fig. 5a shows slightly shorter maxima of \( s_{\text{exit}} \) for higher initial energies \( E_{\text{init}} \), this effect is almost entirely limited to the population of trajectories which do not significantly contribute to the results. The most prominent energy-dependent effect appears to be the increasing density of the distributions in Fig. 5b, leading to more distinct maxima as is also slightly visible in Fig. 5a for the same exit times and initial energies, respectively. The fact that the intensity sink is present over the whole energy range further supports the interpretation of a ‘diffusive background’ and trajectories reflecting the physical behaviour of charged particles within the heliospheric magnetic field – as indicated by the fact that, in the case of good magnetic connection, only the latter population seems to contribute to the resulting differential intensity and residence times.

4. Comparison of numerical and analytical approaches

The large discrepancy between the between the maxima of the distribution of the exit times \( s_{\text{exit}} \) and the calculated residence times as displayed by the comparison in the left and right panels of
Fig. 5. Binned distributions of exit times over the whole energy range dominated by Jovian electrons, displayed similarly in Fig. 3. Whereas the right panels show the exit time distributions weighted by their contribution according to Eq. (8), the left side displays the unweighted results of the simulation. The first row (a,b) shows the distributions for the case of good magnetic connection, and the second for the case of poor connection. e,f: differences between the distributions for good and poor magnetic connection, highlighting the influence of magnetic connectivity on the simulation results.
Fig. 5 seems to be caused by the mathematical nature of the diffusion approach. As already outlined by Vogt et al. (2020) and discussed in Sect. 2.2 and especially Sect. 3.2 focussing on the role of adiabatic energy changes, the solutions of the SDE modelling approach (i.e. pseudoparticle trajectories) have to be transformed into physically meaningful quantities (i.e. differential intensities) by means of the source spectrum as a boundary condition. A probable consequence becomes apparent in comparison to the analytical approximations of Parker (1965) and O’Gallagher (1975). Comparing these analytical estimations to the results of our approach to simulate the residence times shows a pattern of deviations similar to the deviations of the exit time distributions.

As the solution of the TPE is a four-dimensional probability density function of time, space, and rigidity (or energy, respectively), the residence time can be derived from it as the expectation value of the time as discussed at the beginning of Sect. 3. In order to solve the TPE analytically, however, it has to be simplified. Therefore, assumptions were made by Parker (1965) (and subsequently for all other analytical estimations so far as well) that κ and u_{HSW} are constant scalar values in time and space. Furthermore, it is assumed that the particles diffusion inwards are isotropic and that the particles propagate from the outer border of the heliosphere inwards towards its centre. Solving Eq. (5) under these assumptions yields a diffusion and a convection limit \tau_D = R^2/(6κ) (see Parker 1965) and \tau_C = R/u_{HSW} (see O’Gallagher 1975), respectively. For a more detailed description of the derivation, see also Strauss et al. (2011a), and references therein. Evidently, both estimations are independent of the particle energy. The diffusion limit \tau_D, however, incorporates an indirect dependence via the overall average value of the diffusion coefficient \kappa. The assumption of a globally constant value of \kappa, which does not depend on the radial distance nor differentiates between parallel and perpendicular diffusion processes, of course is not realistic for the case of Jovian electrons, which have transport properties that strongly depend on whether parallel or perpendicular diffusion dominates. Therefore Galactic electrons have to be taken into account in order to compare these estimations with simulation results.

For the purpose of these qualitative considerations, we used the galactic electron local interstellar spectrum (LIS) proposed by Potgieter et al. (2015) in order to apply Eq. (8) to the phase space trajectories exiting at the outer boundary equivalent to the way the Jovian residence times are calculated. Although the same transport processes also govern the propagation of GCR electrons, their isotropic influx allows one to roughly combine parallel and perpendicular diffusion into one effective value of \kappa according to Parker (1965), for example. Nevertheless the results of Strauss et al. (2011b, 2013), who benchmarked their numerical estimation in the case of GCR electrons against the analytical diffusion limit \tau_D by Parker (1965, 1966) and a combined estimation of \tau = (1/\tau_D - 1/\tau_C)^{-1}, show in the Jovian electron case that values of \lambda_0 = \lambda_1 \approx 1 AU are required in order to obtain realistic values for the Jovian residence times, a result which is in contrast to values successfully employed in modulation studies by, for example, Ferreira et al. (2001a,b), Kissmann et al. (2004), Sternal et al. (2011), Strauss et al. (2011a), and Nandangani & Potgieter (2016), amongst others, as well as in contrast to what is expected from theory (e.g. Engelbrecht & Burger 2013; Dempers & Engelbrecht 2020; Shalchi 2020) and numerical test-particle simulations of diffusion coefficients (e.g. Minnie et al. 2007; Heusen & Shalchi 2016; Dundovic et al. 2020). It is important to note that the increase in the mean free paths with radial distance has to be balanced with the fact that also the much less effective perpendicular diffusion has to be considered. Therefore, the assumption that \lambda_0 = \lambda_1 \approx 1 AU, which is almost an order of magnitude larger than the parallel free path at Earth’s orbit (see, e.g. Bieber et al. 1994) and almost three orders of magnitude larger than the perpendicular mean free path (see, e.g. Palmer 1982; Giacalone 1998), appears to be unrealistic.

This discrepancy is most likely caused by the fact that neither of the analytical estimates incorporate the adiabatic energy changes and, therefore, to a degree they neglect the boundary conditions. As argued above in Sect. 3.1, the TPE is solved for an isotropic diffusion approach and a flat energy spectrum as input. This simplification appears to be problematic because it neglects the physical constraints of charged particle transport theory. Most significantly, it should be noted that the diffusive processes incorporated into the TPE describe stochastic processes associated with (pitch-angle) scattering at irregularities within the HMF, as acknowledged by Parker (1965). The effect of the source spectrum as the boundary condition included via the adiabatic energy changes is discussed in Sect. 2.2, explained in great detail by Vogt et al. (2020), and illustrated in Fig. 1. Summarised, and put in mathematical terms, the analytical estimates by Parker (1965), O’Gallagher (1975), and Strauss et al. (2011b) are the temporal expectation value of the probability density function and, as the boundary conditions are neglected, not of the corresponding differential intensity. In order to avoid the consequences of over-simplifying within the analytical estimates by neglecting the boundary conditions and neglecting realistic diffusion conditions, it therefore seems to be necessary to incorporate an analytical estimate of the effect of boundary conditions.

Indeed, Fig. 6 shows that the main effect of weighting the trajectories according to their contribution to the differential intensity determines the results for the Galactic population as well. As one would expect, the analytical estimation of \tau_D according to Parker (1965) (dashed white and black line) in Fig. 6a is in agreement with the unwighted distribution of exit times. The numerical estimation according to Vogt et al. (2020), however, strongly deviates in this case, as shown by the red dashed line, which is similar to the case of the Jovian electron population. These findings confirm our interpretation of the significance of including the boundary conditions via the adiabatic energy changes in order to transform the mathematical solution of the TPE into a physical and observationally meaningful one. Due to the adiabatic energy changes of particles, they are not detected with the energy they had at their source. In order to calculate the residence time of a particle detected with E^{init} = 6 MeV at the observational point, one therefore would have to assume an energy of E^{exit} = E^{init} + \Delta E at the source with \Delta E being the average adiabatic energy change of the particle population. Since these two energies correspond to different intensities if the spectrum is not assumed to be flat (as is assumed here on the basis of observations, see the discussion in Sect. 3.1), the adiabatic energy changes can be transformed into intensity changes within this mathematical framework. Neglecting the influence of adiabatic energy changes would implicitly assume an energy-independent source spectrum.

The approach to estimate the characteristic energy change as being proportional to the initial energy is supported by Parker (1965), who assumed the energy loss after a time \tau as being given by

\[ E(t) \approx E_0 \exp(-tu_{HSW}/R_{HP}) \]

(10)

and that \tau is not energy-dependent. Solving a simplified TPE accordingly, this approach leads to an average fractional energy
as derived by Parker (1966). As pointed out by Strauss et al. (2011b), for example, this expression is only valid for a constant stream of inflowing particles with a globally constant mean free path and diffusion tensor, respectively. Figure 7 shows the analytical estimate of the diffusion limit $\tau$ alongside its corrected value according to both estimates for the adiabatic energy changes, Eqs. (10) and (11). As outlined above in the second paragraph of this section, we therefore assumed the analytical estimate of the effect of the boundary conditions to be a function of the ratio of the source spectrum intensity $j_{\text{HS}}(E)$ at the initial energy $E_{\text{init}}$ and at the exit energy $E_{\text{exit}}$, given by:

$$\langle \tau_D \rangle = \frac{R^2}{6\kappa} \cdot \left( \frac{j_{\text{HS}}(E_{\text{init}})}{j_{\text{HS}}(E_{\text{exit}})} \right).$$

(12)

A limitation of this approach is that only the diffusive limit $\tau_D$ is considered. The approach by Strauss et al. (2011b), which also considers the outward convection of the particles, is not defined for the small values of $\lambda$, and therefore of $\kappa$, that we need to apply for Jovian electrons as shown and discussed in Sect. 2.3 and Vogt et al. (2020). Nevertheless the slightly lower values of $\tau_D$ (see Strauss et al. (2011b) for a detailed discussion) appear to be in agreement with the exit times $\tau_{\text{exit}}$ as displayed in Fig. 6a.

As illustrated by Fig. 7, the explicit analytical solution for the fractional adiabatic energy loss given by Eq. (11) is also not physically, usefully defined due to the unrealistic assumption made in its derivation that $R_{\text{HP}}/\kappa \ll 1$, given that the Voyager mission confirmed that $R_{\text{HP}} \approx 120$ AU (see e.g. Gurnett et al. 2013; Krimigis et al. 2013; Stone et al. 2019) and that our results for $j_{\text{HS}}$ suggest significantly smaller values for $\kappa$.

Therefore, as indicated by the wider range of definitions in Fig. 7, we have to choose to apply Eq. (10) in order to estimate the effect of the boundary conditions on the analytical estimate for the residence time, otherwise our value for $\lambda$ would be outside the range covered by the assumptions. As the energy $E(t)$ in Eq. (10) is given depending on the time $t$ and the energy $E_0$ with which the particle enters the heliosphere, Eq. (10) has to be rewritten according to the time-backward approach, and we therefore have to compare our analytical estimate with the following:

$$E(t) \approx E_{\text{init}} \exp(ut_{\text{SW}}/R_{\text{HP}}).$$

(13)

Since we are interested in the total average energy gain for GCR electrons, we substituted $t$ with the diffusion limit $\tau = R_{\text{HP}}^2/(6\kappa)$ and obtained

$$E_{\text{exit}}(\tau_D) \approx E_{\text{init}} \exp \left( \frac{R_{\text{HP}}^2u_{\text{SW}}}{6\kappa} \right).$$

(14)
As indicated by Eq. (9), the adiabatic energy changes are more effective when the radial distance at which the particle finds itself is lower. Therefore, we assume the value of \( \kappa \) to correspond to the value of the parallel mean free path \( \lambda_{\parallel} = 0.125 \) AU at Earth’s orbit (marked in red in Fig. 7). Furthermore, the analytical estimates cannot distinguish between perpendicular and parallel diffusion. Therefore, \( \kappa \) not only has to incorporate the effective diffusion parallel to the magnetic field, but also the diffusion perpendicular to the field lines, which is less effective by almost two orders of magnitude as shown by the value of \( \chi \) fusion perpendicular to the field lines, which is less effective by effective diffusion parallel to the magnetic field, but also the differences to the value of the parallel mean free path \( \lambda_{\parallel} \) itself is lower. Therefore, we assume the value of \( \kappa \) effective when the radial distance at which the particle finds itself is lower. Therefore, \( \kappa \) not only has to incorporate the effective diffusion parallel to the magnetic field, but also the diffusion perpendicular to the field lines, which is less effective by almost two orders of magnitude as shown by the value of \( \chi \) in Table 1. Due to the much longer path length of the Parker spiral in comparison with the radial distance, the more ineffective perpendicular transport cannot be ignored. Our assumptions are supported by Fig. 6a as it shows that the similarly calculated diffusion limit \( \tau = R_{\text{HP}}/(6e) \) is in agreement with the simulation results. Despite being located at the lower edge of the definition range and the uncertainties implicit for the need to assume an effective global value of \( \kappa \), Fig. 7 supports the qualitative notion that the effect of the boundary conditions can be estimated as being a factor of 1/3 to 1/4, as indicated by the black and white dashed lines in Fig. 6b.

We can demonstrate that this analytical estimation shifts to the same range of values as suggested by our numerical estimation given by Eq. (8) and indicated by the dashed red line. While a more detailed treatment of how to define and derive a characteristic energy change is beyond the scope of this study, the approach provided herein should be sufficient to qualitatively strengthen our point as to how diffusion and adiabatic energy changes are physically interlinked with each other within the theoretical treatment of charged particle transport. As described by Vogt et al. (2020), the approach to model diffusion via a Wiener process does not track the particle motion itself, leading to mathematical remnants such as the ‘diffusive background’ as discussed in Sects. 2.2 and 3.2, which then have to be transformed into physically useful solutions by convolution with the source spectrum. The comparison between analytical and numerical estimations, however, suggests that these considerations apply to diffusion as a mathematical model to treat particle motion in general, rather than just to its numerical implementation by means of SDEs.

5. Corotational effects as possible measure

One way to examine these considerations is to utilise the corotational effects described by Vogt et al. (2020). As described in Sect. 2.3, the HMF is considered only by its geometry and not directly implemented itself. Because the Solar rotation is also neglected by the simulation setup, the magnetic connection between the Jovian source and the observer does not change throughout the simulation – or put more explicitly, for the duration of each simulation run, the observer is located on the same Parker magnetic field line. In order to investigate the effects caused by these simplifications, Vogt et al. (2020) implemented the effect of the Solar rotation (and therefore the co-rotation of the HMF) by considering the longitudinal motion of the Jovian source relative to the static HMF geometry. Comparing simulations over the whole longitudinal range with both a static Jovian source and a co-rotating one reveals a significant deviation of about 50° from the nominally best-connected longitude, an effect even larger in the case of a poor magnetic connection between the observer and the Jovian source. Utilising simulation results from Vogt et al. (2020), Fig. 8 shows the physical mechanism behind this. Two different effects determine the magnetic connection between Jupiter and a possible observer:

1. The synodic period, in case of Earth, the characteristic \( ≈ 13 \) months first discussed by McDonald et al. (1972).
2. The corotation of the HMF due to the Sun’s rotational period of \( Ω_S ≈ 27 \) days.

The synodic corotation of \( ≈ 13 \) months bears more or less no detectable effect since the expected angular shift between Earth and Jupiter in the case of good magnetic connectivity is about \( Δφ ≪ 4° \). The angular speed of the HMF caused by the Solar rotation with \( Ω_S ≈ 27 \) days, however, suggests a much more significant angular deviation of \( Δφ ≫ 50° \), which was confirmed via the simulation by Vogt et al. (2020). The corresponding relative motion between the HMF and the Jovian source thereby was implemented as a co-rotation of Jupiter by an additional term in the longitudinal SDE as given by Eq. (1). A similar approach was taken by Ferreira (2002). The deviation of the maximum intensity from the nominally best-connected longitude caused by this adjustment of the simulation setup is indicated by the red shaded area in Fig. 8. As illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 8, the reason for this shift is the following: Due to the Sun’s angular rotation, the nominal Parker-like HMF frozen into the radially outward streaming Solar wind also rotates with the same angular velocity. During the propagation of Jovian electrons (indicated for good and poor connections by the orange trajectories in Fig. 8), a Parker-spiral connecting the Jovian source with the Earth orbit (dashed black circle) would change its longitudinal position, as indicated by the red arrow. Since the Jovian electron could follow the path of the nominal Parker-spiral by the more effective processes categorised as parallel diffusion (indicated by the larger step sizes in Fig. 8), the residence times in the case of good magnetic connection are small and only cause small corotation effects. For the case of poor magnetic connection, however, perpendicular diffusion dominates the propagation processes of Jovian electrons that happen to reach the observer at Earth’s orbit and, therefore, it leads to much longer residence times. As indicated by the blue arrow and the blue shaded area in Fig. 8, respectively, the corresponding angular shift of the minimum of the 13 month periodicity of Jovian electron intensity is expected to be much larger. However, due to the longer residence times, the fluctuations in both Solar wind speed and the HMF can be expected to significantly interfere with this effect. But even in the case of good magnetic connection, the angular shift due to the corotation is expected to be large enough to be possibly resolved by spacecraft data and therefore could serve as an (indirect) measure for the residence time via

\[
\tau = \frac{Δφ}{Ω_S},
\]

with \( Ω_S \) being the Sun’s angular speed. Although conceptually simple, this approach brings about several difficulties concerning the data analysis it requires. Despite being generally difficult to detect (see e.g. Heber et al. 2005, among others), electron counting rates are often highly influenced by Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) events and Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs). Furthermore, the HMF, as defined by Parker (1958) and used by the modelling setup (see Sect. 2.3 as well as Dunzlaff et al. 2015; Vogt et al. 2020), assumes a globally constant solar wind velocity, which is a strong simplification of the longer timescales involved, even during periods of low solar activity.

Figure 9 therefore shows SOHO-EPHIN electron data covering four synodic periods between 2006–2011, plotted with regard to their longitudinal separation from the nominal angle of best
connectivity. The HMF for this matter was assumed to be frozen into a solar wind with a radial speed of $u_{SW} = 400\ \text{km}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$.

In order to constrain the database to the boundaries given by means of the simulation setup, daily differential electron intensities were only included if all hourly averages of the solar speed by SOHO-CELIAS were within the range of $[300, 400] \ \text{km}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$. The remaining daily averages of solar wind speeds are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 9. The corresponding electron intensities of the E300 (blue) and E1300 (orange) channels of the EPHIN instrument still show a large range of variation but an envelope in agreement with the simulation results. This can be understood by way of how solar wind speed variations influence the propagation between the Jovian source and the observer. By choosing only days with solar wind speeds with hourly averages not bigger than $u_{SW} = 400\ \text{km}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$, we assure that these variations change the longitude of best connectivity due to the decreases in the solar wind speed, resulting in a shift to the right seen in Fig. 9. The effect of these shifts of connectivity is a change in the corresponding electron intensity.

If the observers were well connected to the Jovian source by a HMF corresponding to $u_{SW} = 400\ \text{km}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$, a decrease in the solar wind speed would lead to a loss of connectivity and the Jovian electron intensity would likewise decrease. Thus only the upper envelope of the data is comparable to the simulations with an undisturbed HMF. Another reason to limit the focus on the envelope as a test of principle is the fact that the Solar wind takes several days to propagate across the 4 AU between Earth and Jupiter. Thus to be in complete agreement with the simulation, we would have needed data corresponding to days of stable Solar wind conditions. Since Fig. 9 already displays five years of data during the most stable conditions measured by SOHO-EPHIN, this simply is a problem of statistics. But as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 9, both of the electron channels of EPHIN meet the theoretical and computational expectations within the restrictions described. While the simulation results are in agreement, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with observations from the E300 channel, the intensities provided by E1300 are higher than expected. There are two possible reasons for this divergence. In order to calculate a representative energy for each channel, the detector responses (see Kühl et al. 2013) have to be convoluted with the electron spectrum. Apart from these technical difficulties, the Galactic component could also contribute to the measured energies more significantly than expected, despite the results of Nndanganeni & Potgieter (2018) who suggest that there is no significant Galactic electron contribution up to measured energies of $\approx 25\ \text{MeV}$. In addition to these possible statistical causes, another reason for the deviation could be the fact that, due to smaller fluxes, the unstable HMF conditions as described above could, in general, have a larger impact on the data.

Nevertheless, the fact that the envelopes of both electron channels plotted in Fig. 9 are in agreement with both the simulation results and the theoretical expectation can be considered as a confirmation of concept. Despite the uncertainties tied to the fluctuation in the propagation conditions, this result serves as encouragement to investigate this approach further when future spacecraft missions may provide data with improved statistics.
6. Discussion and conclusions

This paper has investigated the energy dependence of residence times, focussing on the effect that adiabatic energy changes have on the mathematical implementation of diffusion. We have discussed how adiabatic energy changes and simulation times are related within the framework of SDE modelling. These considerations in Sect. 3.2 were taken into account in order to investigate how different initial energies can influence the estimated residence times according to Fig. 5. The significant features of the results (both weighted and unweighted for good and poor magnetic connection) were used to further explore how the mathematical results are related to the physically observable quantities.

This question initially led to the suggestion to calculate residence times as proposed by Vogt et al. (2020) and outlined in Sect. 3, but it appears to be of broader significance. As we showed by comparing the numerical and analytical approaches concerning the residence times of GCRs, the prior analytical approach provided a physically relevant solution of a more complex stochastic process. By means of Eq. (12), we suggest a simple but sufficient approximation which appears to reproduce the simulation results and could further serve as a more reliable first estimate for residence times when simulation results are not available.

Utilising the fact that the residence times result in a longitudinal shift of the best magnetic connection to the jovian source due to relative orbital motions, as discussed in Sect. 5, we are able to show via Fig. 9 that our estimations are in general agreement with the observable longitudinal dependence of electron intensities. Since the estimation of residence times is connected to adiabatic energy changes (and therefore spectral modulation) as well as the transport parameters within the TPE, this offers a further possibility to constrain charged particle transport simulations. An example of this is the investigation of CIRs and their effect on particle propagation. The questions as to whether and how the considerations and results of this study can be generalised and applied to focussed transport equations describing SEP events, among others, is beyond the scope of this work, but it appears to be a promising task for subsequent research.
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